Chinese Offensive Intelligence Operations

by Peter C. Oleson

China poses “a more severe counterintelligence threat” to the US than any other country – including Russia, FBI Director Christopher Wray told the Senate Judiciary Committee on July 23, 2019. The entities controlled by the Communist Party of China (CCP) have engaged in an extremely broad-scale, and highly sophisticated, intelligence campaign against the West to promote its military, scientific and economic prowess.

The Internet, a principal tool of modern communications, has made life easier for many things – including spying, conducting information operations, and cyber warfare. While the ARPANet, which over time became the Internet, was conceived to be an open and free environment, allowing people to share information without restriction, that freedom is anathema to authoritarian governments such as the CCP.

While the Chinese have embraced the Internet, the CCP has not. Why? The free exchange of information also allows criticism of the ruling party. So, from a totalitarian point of view, the Internet MUST be controlled.

Domestically, the Chinese authorities go to great lengths to prevent access to Internet sites that are deemed “subversive.” Nicknamed “the Great Firewall of China,” this includes:

- Any content deemed unfavorable to China. Over 18,000 websites
- Gmail, Google, YouTube, Facebook, Instagram (all Google products);
- Many VPN providers; and
- Intermittently, Twitter, Hotmail, and Flickr.

1. This article is derived from comments prepared for a panel on the Chinese cyber warfare threat to democracy at the East-West Center in Honolulu in March 2020, but cancelled due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
7. Kate O’Keeffe & Anna Viswanatha, “Former Coke Scientist Accused...
Primary Targets of Chinese Espionage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IT &amp; ROBOTIC SYSTEMS</th>
<th>TRANSPORTATION / MACHINERY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microchips *</td>
<td>High-tech maritime vessel construction *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductors *</td>
<td>Maritime technology &amp; equipment *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotics *</td>
<td>Agricultural machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation *</td>
<td>Aerospace technologies &amp; equipment *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command &amp; control systems *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Intelligence (AI) *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed computing *</td>
<td>Technologies for renewable energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High performance computing systems *</td>
<td>Power equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nuclear power and weapons technologies *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDICINE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Dual use civil/military applications


It has also used human agents to insert malware to enable cyber operations. One example is the recent case of Yujing Zhang, who was arrested trying to penetrate Mar-a-Lago with malware on her person.12

With so many electronic components produced in China for telecommunications products there is a legitimate concern about the integrity of the supply chain. The introduction of “back doors”13 or other malware can turn one’s cellphone into a spy device.14 There is considerable concern over Huawei’s aggressive pushing of 5G technologies and the potential threats to privacy its products have. Huawei’s association with past cases of industrial espionage is a cause of concern.15 (See sidebar on page 12: “Huawei and the 5G Issue.”) Also of concern is China’s 2017 National Security Law that mandates that Chinese companies cooperate with the government, which includes the PLA and Ministry of State Security, both prolific cyber hackers.16

China has used the point of presence of China Telecom sites to hijack Internet traffic, routing messages via China instead of via the most efficient route as called for by Internet protocols. This enables the copying and collection of massive amounts of data.17 “A point of presence is a major point of connection where a long-distance telecommunications carrier... connects to a local network and picks up local traf-

13. “Backdoor is an undocumented way of gaining access to a program, online service or an entire computer system. A backdoor will bypass normal authentication mechanisms.” (Angie Beal, “Backdoor access,” https://www.webopedia.com/TERM/B/backdoor.html.)
fic – or transit traffic – to move it onwards towards its various destinations.” China Telecom has points of presence in New York, Washington, DC, Miami, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, San Jose, and Seattle, as well as in Canada and throughout Europe, Africa, South Asia, Southeast Asia, and Australia.18 Recent cyber security investigations have revealed that APT 41, a Chinese state sponsored hacking group, has compromised more than a dozen international telecommunications firms, stealing SMS messages, for the purpose of tracking individuals of high interest.19 Due to its activities China Telecom’s license to operate in the US is under review by the Federal Communications Commission at the urging of the Departments of Defense, State, and Justice.20

Influence operations are meant to shape the perceptions of individuals, groups, and/or the public at large. Russia is the most active participant using many methods, including social media. However, the US has become concerned with the spread of pro-Chinese propaganda in the US and has directed a reduction in “news” employees from 160 to 100 total for Chinese press organizations Xinhua, CGTN, China Radio, China Daily & People’s Daily.21

One avenue of concern is the dissemination of propaganda through Chinese “institutes” on American campuses. While China does some of the same as Russia, its approach to influence operations appears much broader. It includes favorable press, i.e., propaganda. But also, much more.

China’s Thousand Talents Program is aimed at encouraging and recruiting the best talent worldwide to support China. The emphasis is on science, technology, engineering, and manufacturing (STEM). Financial rewards and peer pressure are used to obtain advanced technologies, including often evolving trade secrets, from laboratories and university research centers. The line between cooperation and economic espionage is often murky. Several indictments in the US have been issued in recent months for experts who hid their involvement with China while engaged in US Government-funded R&D, for example:

- Harvard professor Charles Lieber, chair of the department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology;22
- Turab Lookman, a former Los Alamos National Laboratory, an expert in computational materials science;23 and
- Feng Tao, a University of Kansas associate professor of chemical engineering and nanoscience.24

Beijing targets ethnic Chinese students abroad. There are over 360,000 in the US. Again, the emphasis is on STEM. The purpose is to encourage them to return to China. But in some cases, it has been to encourage them to get US Government or contractor jobs with a security clearance. The obvious purpose is for future espionage.25

The Chinese government has established and funded over 500 “institutes” or research bodies in many universities worldwide. There are 86 in the US. While the professed purpose is to develop friendship, institute staff have been involved in spying on Chinese students abroad and other espionage activities.26 The Vrije Universiteit of Brussels shut its Confucius Institute in 2019 after 13 years.27 Other universities that have or are doing the same include the University of Chicago, Penn State, Tulane, Texas A&M, NC State, Michigan, (a total of 33 in the US) and abroad, the Université of Lyon in France, Stockholm University, and the University of Leiden in the Netherlands.

Cyber techniques used by the Chinese include phishing and spear-phishing; approaches via Linked-

18. Air Force Cyber College graphic.
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**Huawei and the 5G Issue**

A major issue is related to the next generation of wireless telecommunications technology, generally referred to as “5G.” 5G promises greatly expanded upload and download speeds. As James Lewis, a cyber expert at the Center for Strategic and International Security (CSIS), stated “5G could be the start of another round of innovation and growth similar to what we saw with the arrival of the internet.” Some experiments have demonstrated speeds of 1 gigabit per second. The Chinese firm Huawei has been aggressively pushing its 5G technology to countries worldwide. As Lewis testified to the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation on March 4, 2020, “there is broad agreement with the US on the risks of using Huawei.” Huawei is seen as a surrogate for the Chinese government and its intelligence services. China has “a long record of unscrupulous behavior.” It has been indicted for economic espionage by the US. It is also believed to have been involved in helping the Chinese government and African rulers spy on citizens. While the US, Japan, and Australia have banned Huawei from participating in 5G upgrades in their national networks, other countries, mostly for economic reasons, have resisted banning the company. Its products are less expensive due to massive Chinese government subsidies. China has threatened retaliation against businesses if various countries ban Huawei, such as the German automotive industry. As Lewis told Congress “the root of the 5G problem is Chinese espionage and Chinese predatory economic practices.”

In; invitations to visit and speak at Chinese universities; inserted malware; appeals to supporting the ‘mother country’; extortion – often threatening harsh treatment of family members in China; and other tricks. In early 2020, Chinese cyber espionage appeared to increase, according to the cybersecurity firm FireEye.

Xi’s 2015 promise to curtail Chinese economic hacking was “empty.” In China there are more than a dozen Advanced Persistent Threats, or APTs, active in cyber espionage. We in the United States have been rather slow in responding to Chinese use of aggressive cyber operations.

Since 1995 there have been in the US 44 cases prosecuted of Chinese economic espionage. Some by the government, some by Chinese competitors. The Justice Department has become aggressive going after Chinese operatives, especially since 2011. For example, senior MSS officer Yanjun Xu was arrested in Belgium and extradited to US for stealing aviation trade secrets from US firms. The FBI has over 1,000 open investigations of Chinese economic espionage.

In conclusion, in an article in Foreign Affairs, scholar Michael Beckley noted China has been experiencing a slowdown in its economic growth since 2008. (The Covid-19 pandemic is likely to have a severe impact on the Chinese economy.) He observed “when rising powers have suffered… slowdowns in the past, they become more repressive at home and more aggressive abroad.” Today China does not feel secure.

China is unlikely to undermine American democracy, per se. But one cannot conclude the same for other countries more susceptible to Chinese influence operations. However, China’s cyber and human espionage have already damaged the American economy and altered the relative military balance of power. Thus far, the Communist government has not paid a significant price for its actions, but that may be changing.

Peter C. Oleson is the senior editor of the Intelligencer.

EDITOR’S NOTE: This article was written before the US Government ordered the closing of the Chinese consulate in Houston.

---

33. Director Wray testimony to the Senate Committee on the Judiciary.